
Writing
Poetry & Prose
An introduction to an endless pursuit

COURSE OBJECTIVES

Read, Write, Repeat
The purpose of this class is to read, write and develop a personally
meaningful writing practice.

Etc.
Creativity is messy and non-linear. This semester, we will also explore
less commonly taught but nonetheless essential writing practices
including: gazing at rocks, eavesdropping on strangers, inventing rituals,
sitting in silence, reading the dictionary, keeping notebooks, memorizing
poems, cutting up our prose with scissors and re-assembling with tape,
reading books and lots of them, tempting the muse, washing seagrass.

STRUCTURE

Notes on Craft
MONDAYS

On Mondays, we’ll discuss the week’s readings as they relate to craft and
technique. We’ll consider the strategies various authors use to engage us
and experiment using in-class writing prompts.

Workshops
WEDNESDAYS

Most Wednesdays, we will spend workshopping the stories, poems, or
hybrid works that students submitted the week before. Every student will
have the opportunity to workshop three times during the semester. On the
first day of class, we’ll talk more about workshop expectations and
etiquette.

CRWRI-UA.815.106
Mon/Wed 11:00 am — 12:15 pm

Instructor: Crawford Hunt
Contact: ch3292@nyu.edu
Office Hours: By appointment

It is like trying to wash seagrass.
It is cumbersome and arduous
and yet it is my work in life.

— Anne Sexton

I thought of myself as like the
jazz musician —someone who
practices and practices and
practices in order to be able to
invent and to make his art look
effortless and graceful.

— Toni Morrison

And that’s how I wrote. I wrote
until I was exhausted, smoked
two cigarettes, and went into
the bathroom and took a cold
shower. Outside there were
torrential winds and rain of the
typhoon season. Halfway
undressed, I realized there was
no soap left. Got dressed again.
Returned to the bathroom with
a bar of soap, undressed again,
then climbed back into the
shower. That’s how it is, writing
a best seller.

— Qui Miaojin



ASSIGNMENTS

Workshop Submissions
DUE SATURDAY BEFORE WORKSHOP BY 5 PM

Writing is a process and workshops are an opportunity for writers to
present their works in progress to the class. During workshops, we’ll
discuss your submission, ask questions and o�er any observations or
insights. Here are the pieces you’ll workshop this semester:

● One submission of 3  pages of poetry (no more than three poems
total)

● One submission of 5-10 pages of fiction
● A third submission of your choice. (This should not be a revision

of previous submissions.) If you submit a nonfiction piece or a
hybrid work, please limit your submission to 5 to 10 pages.

All submissions should include a brief writer’s note (half a page is fine)
that describes your process, any questions you have, and your aims for
the piece. If you are being workshopped, you are responsible for emailing
the class your work 5 days in advance, on the Saturday before class by 5
pm. Submissions should be 12-point Times New Roman font. Fiction
manuscripts should be double-spaced.

Peer Reviews
DUE WEDNESDAYS

You should respond to other students’ workshop submissions with a half
page, double spaced letter that includes your observations about the
piece, questions you have about it, and any opportunities or possibilities
you notice for future drafts based on the author’s aims. We’ll talk more
about workshop etiquette in our first class but please keep in mind that
our goal in the workshop is to encourage each other to keep going.

Weekly Reading + Writing Exercises
DUE SUNDAYS BY 8 PM

Each week, I’ll send out a pdf packet of readings for our Monday and
(sometimes Wednesday) class. Please print this packet out, read it and
come to class ready to discuss. I’ll also assign a weekly writing exercise
that will either ask you to analyze a certain aspect of the week’s reading
or prompt you to submit a creative work inspired by it.

Daily Practice Journal
DUE UNPREDICTABLY

While in this class, I ask that you spend 10 minutes every day writing in a
notebook. Throughout the semester, I’ll ask you to take a photo of your
daily entry and send it to me.

Mientras escribo estoy ausente
y cuando vuelvo ya he partido

When I am writing I’m far away;
and when I come back, I’ve
gone

— Pablo Neruda

It’s hopeless to “get life” if you
don’t keep notebooks.

—Sylvia Plath



Memorize a Poem (or Passage)
DUE TBD

Nothing gets a poem or passage into your bones like having to memorize
it. I ask that everyone memorize a poem or passage of at least 200 words.
We will start every Monday class with someone reciting their chosen
poem. Please note all poems or passages should be run by me first via
email. On the first day of class, we will pick recitation dates.

Final Portfolio
DUE ON THE LAST DAY OF CLASS

This should include all three of your pieces for workshop (substantially
revised) and all of your in-class writing responses.

ATTENDANCE

Present + Correct
We need you here. You are allowed two unexcused absences a semester.
After that, you’ll lose 5% of your total grade for every unexcused absence.
Two late arrivals count as an absence.

GRADING

Doing the work
Your grade in this class depends entirely on your engagement and
participation  and not on the quality of your writing — because whether
we judge a piece of writing as good or bad is a matter of taste. I hope you’ll
use this class as an opportunity to experiment and explore new ways of
writing. Here is the o�cial breakdown.

Attendance & Participation: 30%

Submissions: 20%

Weekly Responses: 35%

Revised Portfolio: 10%

Memorized Poem: 5 %

Daily Practice Journal: 5%

*Please note, in most cases, late work will count as a zero.

When you are not present how
could something significant
occur?

— Tom Wayman

Life is hell, but at least there are
prizes. Or so one thought. One
knew of the pit ahead, of the
grownups lying there rewarded,
arranged, and faded, who were
so long ago bright as poppies.

— Janet Frame



ELECTRONICS

An hour (& 15 minutes) without screens
As writers, we’re here to stay awake to the world, but screens are often a
distraction. All electronics must be silenced and put away at the start of
our time together. Please also print all reading materials and bring a
paper copy with you to class.

PLAGIARISM

Don’t do it
There is a zero-tolerance policy for plagiarism at NYU. All instances of
plagiarism will be reported to the department, no exceptions. Also, all of
your submissions this semester should be original and specific to this
class.

DISABILITY DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Attention students
Academic accommodations are available to any student with a chronic,
psychological, visual, mobility, learning disability, or who is deaf or hard
of hearing. Students should please register with the Moses Center for
Students with Disabilities at 212-998-4980. Address: 726 Broadway, 2nd
Floor, New York, NY 10003-6675 Telephone: 212-998-4980 Voice/TTY
Fax: 212-995-4114 Web site: http://www.nyu.edu/csd

HEALTH AND WELLNESS

Student Wellness Policy
Unless we see explicit evidence in workshop that the speaker of a work is
the writer themselves, we assume the speaker is fictional. However,
certain content relating to murder, depression, suicide, sexual assault, or
severe mental distress, such as seems to be a possible cry for help, will
likely prompt the instructor’s attention.

Please send an email putting this work in context before submitting work,
especially for workshop, that may be interpreted as such. If you do feel
you need someone to talk to at any point in the semester, please feel safe
to reach out to me and I can guide you to the NYU Wellness Center.

So, now that I think about it, I
do think I have some useful
advice for young people: Spend
more time staring into space.

I don’t mean meditating. I mean
spacing out.

— Meghan Daum

The thing about writers is that,
with very few exceptions, they
grow slowly—very slowly.

— John McPhee

http://www.nyu.edu/csd


Class Calendar*
*Subject to change

WEEK ONE

01/25
WED

A writing life. Why we’re here and how we’ll spend the next few months
together. Talk about noticing and developing a daily writing practice.
Quick review of the syllabus and workshop schedule plus an in-class
writing exercise.

(In-class) Reading:
“I Remember, I remember” — Mary Ruefle

WEEK TWO

01/30
MON

Something inwardly propeling. The process and practice of writing.

Reading:
Interview with Toni Morrison
“The Nature and Aim of Fiction” — Flannery O’Connor
“10 Rules for Writers” — Lydia Davis

02/01
WED

A cry, a shot, a scream. What is a story, anyway?

Reading:
“Prue” — Alice Munro
“Girl” — Jamaica Kincaid
“Cathedral” — Raymond Carver
“The Man Who Shouted Teresa” — Italo Calvino

WEEK THREE

02/06
MON

Sorrow this, sorrow that. Talking about dilemmas and desire and stories
that have nothing to do with either.

Je vis mes livres. J'écris ma vie.

I live my books. I write my life.

— Annie Ernaux

This fumbling ecstasy
This ecstasy of fumbling

— Major Jackson

The only story that seems worth
writing is a cry, a shot, a
scream. A story should break
the reader’s heart.

— Susan Sontag



Reading:
“Emergency” — Dennis Johnson
“The Merchant at the Alchemist’s Gate” — Ted Chiang
“Black Swans” — Eve Babitz

02/08
WED

Workshop Group A - Fiction

WEEK FOUR

02/13
MON

Character trouble. On what makes a compelling character in fiction.

Reading:
“Good and Bad” — Lucia Berlin
“Everyday Use” — Alice Walker
“Isabelle” — George Saunders

02/15
WED

Workshop Group B - Fiction

WEEK FIVE

02/20
MON

Other mothers. Writing in a multi-linguistic context.

Reading:
“This is How You Lose Her” - Junot Díaz
“Chattering” — Louise Stern
“Unspeakable Pain”— Lina María Ferreira Cabeza-Vanegas

02/22
WED

Workshop Group C

To feel anything / deranges you
/ to be seen feeling anything
strips you naked.

— Anne Carson

I could act, to a degree, it’s what
I do as a writer, it’s how I build
characters—I act them from the
inside.

— Hilary Mantel

I sometimes worried that we were
simplifying ourselves for each
other. I became strangely
conscious that I could only say the
things I had the language for.

— Seán Hewitt



WEEK SIX

02/27
MON

Overheard. Recognizing the distance between real speech and dialogue.
Class field trip to Washington Square Park to eavesdrop on strangers.

Reading:
“Roy Spivey” — Miranda July

03/01
WED

Writing is revising. On the essential task of second drafts.

Reading:
“Draft No. 4”  — John McPhee
Excerpt from A Few Short Sentences on Writing — Verlyn Klinkenborg

WEEK SEVEN

03/06
MON

Visiting Poet: Peter Chinman, the Washington Square Park Poet, on
writing and ritual.

Reading:
Selected poems by Basho, CA Conrad, Sharon Olds, Tu Fu, Yoko Ono

03/08
WED

A hook and an ‘i.’ Poetic devices: line, stanza, sound, rhyme

Reading:
Excerpt from Madness, Rack and Honey – Mary Ruefle
Selected poems by Terrance Hayes, Eileen Miles, Hafiz, Chelsey Minnis,
Sappho, Pablo Neruda,  Frank O’Hara

It's not that you're changing it:
you're doing it better, hitting a
higher note or a deeper tone or a
different color. The revision for me
is the exciting part; it's the part that
I can't wait for—getting the whole
dumb thing done so that I can do
the real work, which is making it
better and better and better.

—Toni Morrison

Writing sonnets meant that I
could frame my panic and
despair in love. Box it.

—Terrance Hayes



WEEK EIGHT

03/13
MON

No class.

03/15
WED

No class.

WEEK NINE

03/20
MON

Something like this but not this. Prose poems and other cross genre
forms.

Reading:
“The Media” — Ben Lerner
Selected work by Matthea Harvey, Warsan Shire, Lydia Davis

03/22
WED

Workshop Group A — Poetry

WEEK TEN

03/27
MON

Revising (continued). This time we take a poet’s approach.

Reading:
“The Art of Losing” — Elizabeth Bishop
Excerpt from A Poetry Handbook — Mary Oliver

03/29
WED

Workshop Group B — Poetry

When you think, when you’re in
a very quiet place, when you’re
remembering, when you’re
savoring an image, when you’re
allowing your mind calmly to
leap from one thought to
another — that’s a poem. That’s
what a poem does.

— Naomi Shihab Nye

THAT FEELING

What defines that feeling one has
when gazing at a rock?

— Joe Brainard

When we write our poems, how
arterial they seem! And when
we go back to them, how
venous they seem!

— Mary Ruefle



WEEK 11

04/03
MON

Autoportrait. On writing from your life.

Reading:
“When I Look at a Strawberry, I Think of a Tongue” — Éduoard Levé
“Slouching toward Bethlehem” — Joan Didion

04/05
WED

Workshop Group C — Poetry

WEEK 12

04/10
MON

Variations on a theme. Considering a subject from every possible angle.

Reading:
“Encyclopedia of Light” — Peter Schmidt
Excerpt from The Book of Delights — Ross Gay
Excerpt from 99 Stories of God — Joy Williams

04/12
WED

Visiting Writer. Tree Abraham, a writer and book cover designer on
creating hybrid work.

Reading:
Excerpt from Cyclettes — Tree Abraham

WEEK 13

04/17
MON

No Class.

I could see that my experiences
were forming themselves into
the kind of curve that we call a
“story.” Story is a chunk of life
with a bend in it, and I could
feel this one coming.

— Helen Garner



04/19
WED

Workshop Group A - Writer’s Choice

WEEK 14

04/24
MON

Beyond genre. Probing the mystery, exploring the edge.

Reading:
Excerpt from When We Cease to Understand the World — Benjamin Labatut

04/26
WED

Workshop Group B - Writer’s choice

WEEK 15

05/01
MON

Moving through creative blocks. Strategies to keep writing beyond this
class.

Reading:
Excerpt from The Artist’s Way — Julia Cameron

05/03
WED

Workshop Group C - Writer’s choice

WEEK 16

05/08
MON

Last class. Portfolio readings.

Writing is just another way of
living.

— Gustave Flaubert




